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Likemuch else within the developer's Site Plan Review submission for the Bay Mart property, these claims

tell a story about parking at BeachWalk ——— but not the whole story. This paper offers additional insights into

the deficiencies surrounding parking at Beachwalk and provides an understanding of the negative impact

these conditions will have the public and on nearby properties and the surrounding neighborhood.

1.3 EVIDENCECHALLENGINGTHE DEVELOPER'SASSERTIONS
The Beachwalk site plan calls for off—streetparking in driveways and garages, as well as in unassigned spaces

adjacent to the clubhouse facility and near the attached single-family homes. The most recent Site Plan

Review submission states that this off—streetparking includes the following numbers of spaces, broken out

by driveway and garage assignments:

Single Family
Detached 58 2 123 23 146
Multi-Family
Attached 5 2 1 9 10

Clubhouse 7200sf 1 per 400 sf 19* n/a 19*

Although explicit City code requirements for parking are addressed and met within the BeachWalk site plan,

other aspects of the parking plan must be examined as the Planning Commission proceeds with its

evaluation of the BeachWalk community. These conditions impact not only vehicular flow and the safety

and well-being of BeachWa|k residents, but also that of the nearby neighborhoods and larger Rehoboth

Beach community as well.

Parking is a protected and coveted asset in a large, densely populated community like the proposed
BeachWa|k development. Said another way, your driveway is an extension of your home. Property owners

want to park as close as possible to their residences. But when there is inadequate space to park at your

own home, you simply can't park in another neighbor's driveway. You must respect others’ rights and seek

an alternative parking space elsewhere.

To fully understand the impact of this statement within BeachWa|k, one must look at (1) the potential

occupancy within the community's 63 residential units and (2) the distribution and placement of available

parking spaces within the development.

1.3.1 Occupancy at Beachwalk
To evaluate occupancy, consider first that nearly 100% of BeachWa|k’s large multi-bedroom dwellings are

accompanied by a bathroom, making each attractive to an adult population who are, by definition, drivers

and car owners.

Second, the character of Beachwalk (little to no open space/playgrounds, no sidewalks, little lawn and open

space, easy access to the beach) suggests that the community will be most attractive to investors who are

more likely to rent the residences to large groups on a short—termbasis than to permanent residents/
families. This ”mini—hote|” phenomenon is one well known to the City of Rehoboth Beach. The 2015 City of
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175
*A review of the Beachwalk site plan reveals only 18 Clubhouse parking spaces. This number is confirmed in a memo from City consultant Kyl

eGulbronson (AECOM)in his August 9, 2016 memo to Damalier Molina, Rehoboth Beach Building Inspector.
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Size of Bedroom

three houses

Rehoboth Beach's Comprehensive Development Plan Update cited the increase in these large multi-

bedroom homes as being a key factor in ”changing the City's character and residential neighborhoods....”

These two conditions —— largely an adult population and a mu|ti—bedroom living environment conducive to

large group rentals —— suggests that occupancy will trend towards maximizing available bedroom space.

Given the Beachwalk site plan, this indicates that the development’s 3052bedrooms could legally

accommodate 736 individuals:

ft of Units # of Total BRs Max Occupancy‘

6 6 36 84

5 44 220 528

4 10 40 100

3 3 9 24

63 305 736

ordinance.

As one example of the impact of thishigh occupancy, examine BeachWa|k’s 5 bedroom / 5 bath units. Here

we have a potential occupancy of 528 people, yet analysis of the site plan shows that these residences

provide parking for only 112 cars. Add in the parking that will be required for the remainder of the 63

dwellings and the parking challenges at BeachWa|k become obvious.

1.3.2 Distribution and Placement of Parking Spaces

The distribution and placement of parking spaces within BeachWalk further reinforces the conclusion that

parking problems will be significant. Consider the following examples:

0 Of the 146 spaces assigned to the 58 detached single—familyunits, over 10% are in the

driveways/garages ofjust (units 11, 15 and 54). This disproportionate allotment to these

units effectively reduces the number available to all other residents to 131 (146 spaces less 15 = 131)

and compounds an already challenging parking space shortage for all other residents.

0 Allbut one of BeachWalk’s six-bedroom/six-bathsingle—familyunits have parking for E1 two cars,

although Rehoboth Beach's rental regulations allow occupancy for each of these houses to go as high as

14. As illustrated in this photo where six cars fill the

driveway of a 6BR / 6 BA rental in Dodd’s Addition, houses

of this scale are often found with five or more renters’

cars.

The resulting parking space shortage will force residents

and guests of BeachWa|k’s single—familydwellings to seek

parking in one of the 18 Clubhouse / unassigned parking

spaces and, ultimately, outside of the community.

2 Although the developer's original site plan bedroom count submission in 2015 (see Attachment A) indicated a total

of 194 bedrooms, an analysis of the document by this author revealed a total of 305 bedrooms. This was

communicated to the Planning Commission in August 2016. On September 20, 2016, the developer submitted an

updated bedroom count submission, reflecting the correct 305—bedroomtotal. Additional site plan analysis indicates

that select BeachWa|k residences have the option to expand bedrooms even beyond this number
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could be as low as 151 spaces

PR Newswire

0 Of the 18 confirmed "Clubhouse” parking spaces provided, only 12 are located directly adjacent to the

Clubhouse facility. Two of these 12 spaces have been designated for handicapped persons, thus limiting

the number of spaces available to the general resident population to 10. Additionally, this area by the

Clubhouse is also where BeachWa|k’s mailboxes are located. Presumably, residents will want to park

there to obtain their mail, albeit only temporarily, but this would also impact the availability of spaces

and the congestion in this parking area.

The remaining six Clubhouse parking spaces are located in the area adjacent to the attached five single-

family residences which are separated from the 58 detached single—familyunits by a six—footconcrete

wall. These parking spaces are _onlyaccessible via the traffic signal entrance off Coastal Highway/ Route

1. Consequently, if residents of any of the 58 single—familydetached units wish to use one of these

parking spaces - or even to determine if one is available — they must use their vehicles to exit the Beach

Walk property via Terrace Road, merge onto busy Route 1 and then re—enter Beachwalk at the traffic

signal to access the small enclosed area where the six unassigned parking spaces are located. Ifa space

is unavailable, as may often be the case, the resident must then go back on Route 1 in order to re—enter

the larger Beachwalk community.

18% of the assigned parking spaces provided at Beachwalk are found in garages. Given that multiple

studies indicate that only 25% of people3in the US actually use their garages to park automobiles, the

"true" number of parking spaces within Beachwalk that are available on a daily basis would likely be far

below the 175 that is claimed. In fact, this research suggests it . This is

particularly true in a beach community where many residents will use garages for storage of items that

they use regularly such as beach chairs, umbrellas and bicycles that they do not wish to leave outside.

Conditions such as these suggest that Beachwalk residents and visitors will be forced to look beyond the

community's assigned spaces for parking accommodations. The alternatives are clear — but limited: utilize

BeachWalk’s narrow "drive aisles" or seek parking in the outlying streets. Either choice is problematic,

presenting obvious public safety threats to all and threatening the quality of life and character of nearby

communities.

1.3.3 Parking on BeachWalk’s "Drive Aisles”

As discussed earlier, high numbers of occupants and an inadequate number of available assigned parking

spaces suggest that residents and visitors of Beachwalk willexperience frustration when attempting to park

their vehicles in the community's designated parking locations. One clear, convenient alternative for

residents and visitors is to seek parking on the development’s 20’ wide "drive aisles”.

BeachWalk’s developer states that only off—street,assigned parking would be permitted and has claimed

they will prohibit parking on the 20’ two-way ”drive aisles" that weave through the community. They have

not presented an HOA agreement nor offered other evidence that enforcement of such a parking restriction

would take place. For example, will Beachwalk maintain a private security force to contact violators and

fine them? Will they tow vehicles for parking on drive aisles? Under all circumstances, parking on the

”streets” in Beachwalk will be problematic and a safety hazard for multiple reasons.

First, the density of the housing within Beachwalk is such that the numerous driveways leave minimal space

along the drive aisle curbs for cars to park. As but one example of this fact, the southern side of the large

3 "Life in the 21“ Century”, UCLACotsen institute of Archaeology Press, July 15‘,2001 and ”A|most One in Four

Americans Say their Garage is Too Cluttered to Fit their Car", , June 9, 2015.
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Beachwalk interior drive ’'loop’’is 420 feet long (excluding curve and intersections), but of this footage,

slightly more than a quarter (" 110’) could actually be used by residents/guests for illegal on-street parking.

Using standard metrics for parallel parking, this would accommodate only 7 vehicles without having cars

extend into driveways or park on curb locations that are unsafe for other drivers.

Second, BeachWalk’s ”drive aisles” are simply too narrow to accommodate parked cars and still allow the

free flow of two-way traffic. This photo of three cars on a street has been taken to simulate how difficult

two-way traffic would be with even a single parked

vehicle on BeachWalk’s"drive aisles” (NOTE: the

parked car is on the left and cones on left/right

represent end points of a 20’ wide street). Parking on

both sides of the ”drive aisles” would even be more

hazardous.

Note that the scenario above applies only to a cars-only

environment. To fully appreciate the potential

congestion and safety risks involved, bicycle traffic
must be added to this mix, and since the community

has no sidewalks, pedestrian flowmust be factoredin

as well.

Despite these hazards, because of the extreme shortage of assigned parking spaces within the community,

the temptation to park on ”drive aisles” will be great, and many residents of Beachwalk will choose to

ignore the potential threats and still park on the community's interior drives. Enforcement from the

Beachwalk developer to minimize this occurrence is promised but unconfirmed and, because the

community is private, City of Rehoboth Beach Police will have no enforcement authority.

A perfect (parking) storm unfolds and, as Chief Chatham Marsch reported at a recent Planning Commission

meeting, the problems that emerge become far more significant than just traffic flow and parking. With cars

blocking the narrow 20’ streets of Beachwalk, emergency vehicle access would be impeded and public

safety would be at serious risk.

1.3.4 Impact on the Community

Since finding safe parking will be a challenge for residents and visitors of BeachWa|k, seeking parking spaces

in the streets and businesses of nearby communities will be a logical alternative.

Most Beachwalk residents, particularly those on the south side of the community, will be tempted to make

a quick exit onto Terrace Road and onto Blackstone Avenue, seeking parking along the neighborhood's

narrow (16’), paved one—way streets. Already an active thoroughfare by cars, pedestrians and bicycles from

the community and nearby Spring Lake, these streets have limited parking (Delaware law prohibits parking

whenever a yellow line is placed at the edge of a roadway as it is on one side of Terrace and Blackstone). As

a visit on any nice sunny day will illustrate, and as seen in subsequent photos, parking is so limited that this

regulation is frequently overlooked and both sides of the narrow streets are crowded with bicycles, cars and

workers.“

4 This practice is testimony to the fact that residents will overlook traffic laws to seek parking accommodations for

their vehicles, as is anticipated within the Beachwalk community.
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For those on the north side of the BeachWa|k development, a short trip out onto Coastal Highway and a

quick right turn onto Scarborough Avenue Extended willprovide other parking options. In all cases, these

streets will offer BeachWa|k’s residents a relatively quick walk back to their homes and a reasonably

convenient place to park their vehicles, particularly if they willbe leaving their cars in one place for an

extended period, as is often the case for many Rehoboth Beach residents/visitors.

Unfortunately, the flood of vehicles from BeachWa|k seeking parking could threaten public safety and

significantly diminish the quality of life and general welfare of residents of these local streets. Given

BeachWa|k’s lack of available spaces and the occupancy projections outlined earlier, 100 to 200 cars could

be seeking parking in these local communities daily. While vehicular and pedestrian safety willbe a major

threat on the most heavily travelled of these streets, Terrace Road and Blackstone Avenue, emergency

vehicle access willbe significantly restricted throughout the entire area.

Lastly, the impact that BeachWa|k will have on parking does not stop in the local neighborhood. The City of

Rehoboth Beach will be obligated to provide each owner with transferrable and non—transferrab|e parking

passes.5 If one assumes that each of BeachWalk’s large, multi—bedroomhouses is provided with five parking

passes, a conservative estimate given potential occupancy, this measure alone would account for an

additional 315 cars that could park free on City streetse. It would also result in added stress on city / beach

access during the heavy traffic period of Memorial Day to Labor Day. This impact would, of course, grow

were any additional rental passes issued.

Consider also that when BeachWa|k is occupied at its maximum legal rental capacity (736 occupants), the

community's population would be more than 50% of the current ful|—time population of the City of

Rehoboth Beach (which was 1,398 residents in 2013)7. As important, the BeachWa|k population willreside

5 City regulations provides each homeowner with two transferrable and one non—transferrab|e parking pass for each

registered vehicle.
6 Per City Parking Manager, Kristen Riley, 11,501 parking passes were granted in 2016.
7 States Census Bureau, 2013
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one ortwo

on a parcel that is 1.2% of the City's total land area, a fact that puts an entirely new light on the problem of

parking for the surrounding community and for the City of Rehoboth Beach.

The building of the occasional mu|ti—bedroom homes has long caused consternation to Rehoboth Beach

neighborhoods. The resulting frustration over parking, noise, vehicular movement and other group

activities is not new to the City. What is new, and what makes the concerns of BeachWa|k’s neighbors so

dramatically distinct, is the magnitude of the BeachWa|k footprint. We are not dealing with one or two

”mini—hote|s” each with 5, 6 or 7 cars. We are dealing with 7.7 acres filled with 63 residences that have a

legal rental occupancy of up to 736 people —— and with a developer who has grossly under-planned for the

parking needs of this new community. A detailed review of BeachWalk’s site plan also confirms that we are

also dealing with a developer who has ignored the City's Comprehensive Development Plan's desire to

address the impact and demands of such large mu|ti—bedroom residences8...andwith one who fails to

acknowledge that ”parking is an important component of traffic management”9.

1.4 CONCLUSION
For the above reasons, and for the reasons stated in earlier filed papers entitled Analysis ofthe Scale and

Character ofNeighborhoods Bordering BeachWalk and Analysis ofthe Sewer Usage for BeachWalk, the

Planning Commission must reject the pending BeachWalk site plan and require significant changes in the

project in order to protect the pub|ic’s health, safety, and general welfare. The changes recommended are

also necessary to achieve purpose #1: protect the architectural massing, composition, scale and character of

the neighborhood, of which BeachWa|k willbe a part.

The City of Rehoboth Beach has long recognized the negative impact that “mini—hotels”have on the

community. The 2010 CDP addressed this problem; the 2015 CDP Update spoke to it again and, as recently

as the Summer of 2015, serious discussion took place with City leaders of potential policy changes to better

manage parking and other problems related to large multi-bedroom residences.

To date, the introduction of large mu|ti—bedroom homes within a City neighborhood has proven

to be inconvenient and disruptive for many, but it has not significantly altered the character of the

community, disrupted its normal vehicular or pedestrian flow, impeded access to homes and property or

created a threat to the public safety of the community. Such willnot be the case with BeachWalk.

The extraordinarily high occupancy anticipated from BeachWa|k’s 305 bedroom ”mini—hotels”,and the

poor distribution/placement of the limited number of parking spaces, will result in the creation of a

parking nightmare for BeachWalk residents and guests.

0 The residents and guests of BeachWalk — a community with a potential population ofover 50% ofthe

City ofRehoboth Beach’sfuIl—timepopulation — will have little option but to inflict their parking woes on

the neighboring community: three mature, established subdivisions that surround it on all sides.

0 The influx of hundreds of additional cars from BeachWa|k — without proper parking accommodations —

will pose a threat to vehicular and pedestrian safety. As a result of the increased congestion and

limited access to residences, emergency vehicle access will be restricted and the public safety and

welfare of all residents will be threatened.

3 ”City of Rehoboth Beach Comprehensive Development Plan Update” — Status Update, October 21, 2015
9 And 7 "201O City of Rehoboth Beach Comprehensive Development Plan”, July 23, 2010
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Attachment A: Developer's Bedroom Summary from Site Plan Submission

NOTE: This document, submitted by the developer as part of his original application to the City, shows an incorrect total of 177

bedrooms for detached single-family units. The correct total is 288 and the correct total for all homes is 305.


